Committee on General Education Actions 2013-2014

INITIAL CERTIFICATION (REQUIRES SENATE VOTE)

HUMANITIES:

1. CPLT 200 Special Topics in Comparative Literature  CGE 8/29/13  Senate 9/10/13
2. CPLT 390 Special Topics in Comparative Literature  CGE 8/29/13 Senate 9/10/13
3. ENGL 226 Survey of World Literature  CGE 8/29/13 Senate 9/10/13
4. JWST 245/ENGL 191 Introduction to Jewish-American Literature  CGE 8/29/13 Senate 9/10/13
5. JWST 335 Modern Jewish Politics  CGE 8/29/13 Senate 9/10/13
6. LATN 305 Medieval Latin  CGE 8/29/13 Senate 9/10/13
7. LTAR 220 Modern Arabic Fiction  CGE 8/29/13 Senate 9/10/13
8. DAN 290 Special Topics in Dance  CGE 9/12/13 Senate 10/1/13
9. DANC 330 History of Non-Western Dance  CGE 9/12/13 Senate 10/1/13
10. DANC 331 History of Western Dance  CGE 9/12/13 Senate 10/1/13
11. DANC 150 Dance Appreciation  CGE 11/21/13 Senate 12/3/13
12. THTR 288 Selected Topics in Theatre Literature and Criticism  CGE 11/21/13 Senate 12/3/13
13. THTR 488 Selected Topics in Theatre II; Literature and Criticism  CGE 11/21/13 Senate 12/3/13
14. AFST 202: Special Topics in African Studies  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
15. CLAS 223: Aegean Prehistory  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
16. CLAS 225: The Archaeology of Athens  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
17. CLAS 226: The Archaeology of Rome  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
18. CLAS 320: State Formation in the Mediterranean World  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
19. CLAS 322: Mediterranean Landscapes  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
20. CLAS 324: Ancient Mediterranean Economies  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
21. CLAS 343: Luxury and Status in Ancient Rome  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
22. CLAS 345: Love, Beauty, and Sexuality in the Greco-Roman World  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
23. CLAS 356: Ancient Roman Letters  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
24. HONS 173 Honors Introduction to International Studies  CGE 3/20/14 Senate 4/1/14
25. URST 398 Special Topics CGE 4/17/14 Senate SEND TO SENATE FALL 2014

SOCIAL SCIENCES

1. HONS 167 Introduction to Sociology  CGE 8/29/13 Senate 9/10/13
2. INTL 120 Economics of Globalization  CGE 11/21/13 Senate 12/3/13
3. URST 320 Town and Country Planning  SEND TO SENATE FALL 2014
4. URST 360 Land Use Law  CGE 1.30.14  SEND TO SENATE FALL 2014
MATH or LOGIC

1. HONS 216: Conceptual Tour of Contemporary Mathematics  CGE 3/20/14
   Senate 4/1/14

RECERTIFICATION (SENATE APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED)

HUMANITIES

1. HONS 122 Honors Colloquium in Western Civilization  CGE 11/21/13
2. HONS 132 Honors Colloquium in Western Civilization  CGE 11/21/13
3. HPCP 199 Introduction To Historic Preservation  CGE 11/21/13
4. AFST 101 Introduction to African Civilizations  CGE 3/20/14
5. HONS 170: Honors Intro to Philosophy  CGE 3/20/14
6. HONS 175: Approaches to Religion  CGE 3/20/14
7. HONS 180: Honors Business & Consumer Ethics  CGE 3/20/14

HISTORY

1. HONS 121 Honors Colloquium in Western Civilization (Pre-Modern)  CGE 11/21/13
2. HONS 131 Honors Colloquium in Western Civilization (Modern)  CGE 11/21/13

SOCIAL SCIENCES

1. ANTH 205 Language and Culture  CGE 11/21/13
2. HON 163 Honors Psychology  CGE 1/30/14
3. URST 101(Formally 201) Introduction To Urban Studies CGE 1/30/14
4. URST 310 Urban Planning  CGE 1/30/14
5. URST 399 Special Topics  CGE 4/17/14

Introduction: On February 7, 2012 the senate passed approval criteria for each of the General Education requirements to be used to evaluate whether or not a proposed course should be approved for certification under a given requirement. As a consequence, the Committee on General Education recommends elimination from the description of the
Humanities requirement the areas: Art History, Communication, British or American Literature, First-Year Seminar, Foreign Literature, History, Honors, Interdisciplinary, Music, Philosophy, Theatre or Religious Studies. Consideration for certification under the Humanities requirement should only depend upon whether or not a course satisfies the approval criteria for the requirement, and not on its alignment with one of the dozen or so areas.)

**Current Wording:**

The Liberal Arts and Sciences General Education Requirements:

Humanities: 12 credit hours from the following areas with no more than six credit hours in any one of the following areas:

- British or American literature
- Any foreign literature
- Art history (not courses in studio art)
- Music (not courses in practice or performance of music)
- Theatre (not courses in practice or performance of theatre)
- History (excluding the classes used to satisfy the general education history requirement)
- Philosophy
- Religious studies

(Certain interdisciplinary courses may also be applied to the humanities requirement. For a listing of humanities courses, visit the Office of the Registrar's website.)

**Proposed wording:**

Humanities: 12 credit hours from approved humanities courses, with no more than six credit hours with the same prefix. (For a listing of humanities courses, visit the Office of the Registrar's website.)

CGE 9/12/13 Senate 10/1/13
Motion to Approve New Forms For General Education

The Committee on General Education moves that the following forms be approved for courses proposed for general education status.

Introduction: This motion would certify new forms to be used for courses proposed for certification under one of the seven General Education Requirements: Foreign Language, History (Pre-modern and Modern), Humanities, Math/Logic, Natural Science, Social Science, Writing, and a form for courses proposed to be removed from general education status.

MOTION: Approve the attached forms to be used for courses proposed for status under one of the seven General Education Requirements: Foreign Language, History (Pre-modern and Modern), Humanities, Math/Logic, Natural Science, Social Science, Writing, and a form for courses proposed to be removed from general education status.

Rationale: The Faculty Organization and By Laws charges the Committee on General Education to do the following:

. “The Committee shall be responsible for publishing the approval criteria for each requirement, as well as proposal forms and instructions that may be used by any department or program.”

CGE 8/30/2013 Senate 9/10/2013

Karen Smail elected Chair for the 2014-15 academic year. CGE 4/17/2014